Real-Time Virtual Support Rural Urgent Doctor in-Aid (RUDi) is a free and friendly virtual tool available to rural physicians, residents, nurses, nurse practitioners and other providers.

Second opinion
Do you want help with a difficult case? Or maybe you just want to run something by a colleague? RUDi Emergency Medicine physicians have a wealth of clinical experience and can help.

Need help fast?
Do you have a very sick patient and need help fast? Pull the RUDi physician in for backup and assistance. RUDi can also help you transfer the patient to a higher level of care through the Patient Transfer Network.

Need an MRP?
If you are a nurse at a nursing station or another health site and you need physician support, call RUDi. RUDi is staffed by Emergency Medicine physicians who can assess the patient, write prescriptions and otherwise act as the Most Responsible Provider (MRP).

I want to call RUDi, what should I do?
- Ideally, start a video call over Zoom or arrange to have RUDi call into your telehealth cart if you have one.
- Have the patient’s name, PHN and DOB ready.

We're here for you
RUDi providers are passionate about providing support to rural, remote and Indigenous communities. Whether you are a nurse at a nursing station, nurse practitioner, resident or doctor serving a rural community, you are welcome to call.

RUDi: Add Zoom contact: rudi1@rccbc.ca | Phone: 236.305.9302
Visit rccbc.ca/initiatives/rtvs/rudi for details or to get started.